THE RETREAT OF BRITAIN
'Japan is putting up a big bluff to the world. She
started the game of world politics and military
aggression with the scantiest of resources, but unless
her bluff is soon called she may actually achieve the
success which could still easily be prevented.
'Here is a country which claims to be the Britain of
the East whose iron production is half that of Belgium,
whose maximum coal production is one-seventh and
consumption one-fifth, of Britain's. A country which
has, it is true, a large navy and mercantile marine, but
whose supplies of oil have all to be imported and whose
supplies of coal are very scanty. A country, again,
which believes it can take Britain's former place as the
workshop of the world -or at least of Asia and Africa
— yet whose industrial organisation, with the exception
of certain specific industries such as armaments, ship-
building and textiles, is at a stage of development still
in many respects medieval, or at best corresponding to
that of seventeenth- and eighteenth-century England.
Here is an Imperialist Power which produces capital
goods-iron, steel and machinery —in such small
quantities that far from being able to export them she
cannot even supply her own needs, much less those of
the colonies which her armies are conquering.'1
At a later stage she adds two comments; one as
follows:
* What is shared in common by all the advocates of an
Anglo-Japanese understanding, or of a free hand for
Japan in the Far East, is the belief, real or assumed, that
neither Britain nor the U.S.A. can stop Japan expand-
ing somewhere on account of her invincible strategic
position in the Pacific.
'What is ignored or not realised by all those who
i Japan's Feet of Clay, Freda Utley (Faber and Faber), p. 9.
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